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The NEWTRACK term project is intended to provide a modern alternative to the wellknown PCEXPT software by Charles Clifton for Fourward Technologies DPI eyetrackers.
While supporting modern and cost-effective PC hardware, it does not support all script
language and post processing features of PCEXPT. Instead, a subset of the script language
of the Saarbrücken READING software for SMI / SR Research EyeLink eyetrackers has been
implemented. The log files use a text format which is modelled after the text messages
produced by READING, so we can re-use the READING analyzers to analyze NEWTRACK
log files. Both the dependency on now hard to get old hardware and the possibility to
reduce complexity by using modern standard PC features instead of specialized drivers
motivated me to write a completely new eyetracking software instead of trying to improve
PCEXPT. The result, NEWTRACK, can be freely reused under the terms of the GNU public
license - NEWTRACK does not contain code from PCEXPT.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction
Modern eyetracking devices allow to sample the gaze position of a human subject
several 100 times per second, with an accuracy of up to 0.01 degrees. With a typical
measurement range of +/- 20 degrees, this
allows researchers to know exactly where
and when the subject looked at items on
a computer screen, ideally with pixel precision coordinates. Calibration problems
and uncontrolled movement of the subject,
even when fixed to the sensor with a head
band (SMI) or using a bite bar (DPI) will
often make it impossible to reach such accuracy, but still it is realistic to assume that
it is possible to decide on which letter on a
displayed text the subject looked at a certain display frame, even when CRT screens
with high refresh rates are used.

3

2 From PCEXPT
to NEWTRACK

Both NEWTRACK and PCEXPT can be used
for eyetracking experiments with Fourward
DPI eyetrackers. The eyetracker implements all necessary tracking algorithms in
hardware, so the PC only has to read out
a pair of voltages to know the (uncalibrated) eye coordinates. Still, PCEXPT is
a very complex piece of software and relies on specialized hardware which will often be no longer available in 2004. The
system uses dual screen output, one screen
for the operator and one for stimulus presentation, and it employs special data acquisition hardware to read out the coordinates from the eyetracker. PCEXPT is
maintained by Charles Clifton, Jr, Dept. of
Psychology, University of Massachusetts at
Both the SMI and the Fourward design rely Amherst, USA.
heavily on hardware to achieve their speed
and resolution. SMI is using high speed Both the dual screen output and the coordivideo cameras along with a signal process- nate input are written for hardware which
ing board (for ISA or PCI bus), while the is optimized to work on old and slow comDPI eyetracker sold by Warren Ward / Four- puters. The dual screen output requires
ward Technologies is implemented as an an ISA monochrome or Hercules graphics
entirely standalone device. EyeLink soft- card: Modern PCs no longer have ISA slots
ware, originally for Windows and DOS, anymore – unless they are expensive ones
now supports Linux and MacOS to some for industry use, where replacing custom
degree. The DPI system, on the other hand, ISA boards by newly developed alternatives
does not come with any software at all. The is often not an option. The data acquisihardware - a clever system of servo control tion hardware, used for reading the voltloops which use an infrared light beam to ages from the eyetracker as well as for
track eye movements - provides the mea- timestamping and for the button box signal
sured coordinates as analogous voltages (- inputs, is designed towards use with slow
5 Volts to +5 Volts), along with some TTL computers and quite advanced and expen(0 or 5 Volts, representing a boolean value) sive. The original hardware requires one or
compatible signals for e.g. track loss and two ISA slots for that, but there are now
blink events. The Fourward Technologies versions for PCI slots as well. Most extenhomepage lists about 40 sites which have a sion boards for a modern PC will actually
Fourward DPI eyetracker installed.
be for PCI slots. However, the PCI version
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of the data acquisition hardware is even added by several different people and often
more expensive – it is sold as a compatible not well integrated into the whole system.
A few examples are support for Korean text
replacement for the classic ISA board(s).
display, audio output, image presentation,
For using the PCEXPT software, the DPI stimulus presentation with masking, and so
(Dual-Purkinje Image) eyetracker is con- on. PCEXPT even contains drivers to disnected to a PC with both a Hercules or play text with unusually high refresh rates
monochrome graphics card and a normal on Hercules, Tandy, EGA and VGA graphcolor graphics card. There is a buttonbox ics cards as well as on an oscilloscope (!),
(normally 4 buttons: Yes, No, Calibrate, which is used as a fast vector graphics disNext) for subject and operator, which is play. All those additions make the PCEXPT
normally connected to a combined ISA dig- system hard to maintain and hard to modital I/O and timer/counter (used for times- ify. Most of the hardware tuning is obsolete
tamps and delays) board. The X/Y signals with modern hardware. For example you
are usually measured by an high-end 12bit can use your VESA VBE3 compatible VGA
precision A/D converter board (e.g. one BIOS (or add the free SciTech Display Doc250kSample/sec converter combined with tor / UNIVBE VBE3 driver software) and
a multiplexer that connects it to up to 16 in- the free VBEHz tool to select video modes
put lines in a round-robin way and a DMA with high refresh rate on standard VGA
system which copies the sample data into graphics hardware now. So there is no rethe memory of the PC without requiring the fresh rate tuning done inside NEWTRACK
main processor to collect it from the board. itself.
The 12 bit precision lets you use a 4096 by
4096 coordinate grid if the input signals are PCEXPT comes with many driver test proadjusted to full range amplitudes. This still grams, data analysis programs and both
has to be corrected for linearity and cali- built-in and standalone support for spebrated to each subject, but you will be able cial stimulus processing like controlled ranto read the gaze position from the DPI at al- domization of trial order. I found many of
most screen pixel level even if the screen is those features being replaced or not in use
much smaller than the maximum viewing now: You analyze the experiment results
with your favourite statistics software (e.g.
angle of the DPI.
the OpenStat system or something written
PCEXPT contains several no longer main- in the Octave language, which is similar to
tained drivers for now exotic hardware, but Mathlab). For stimulus shuffling, you will
it also has only limited abilities to work often use a separate Perl script or similar
with modern hardware, apart from the tools. Some of the features in PCEXPT have
abovementioned ISA bus requirement. One to cope with the memory limitations of a
of the most important points is that a plain 16 bit environment and cannot be used for
16 bit compiler is used, so only the first some experiments that way.
megabyte of the system RAM can be used
to store data. There are no drivers to use Rather than using a 32 bit operating system
extended or expanded memory in PCEXPT. for NEWTRACK, only a 32 bit compiler is
used, while the system itself runs in plain
In spite of the limitations of 16 bit DOS DOS. Running 32 bit software in DOS is
operation, PCEXPT includes many features,
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not a problem, and the operating system itself only has to provide simple services like
file access and keyboard / mouse drivers
for NEWTRACK. The hardware drivers in
NEWTRACK support both the most frequently used PCEXPT compatible hardware
as well as some widely available modern
hardware, as discussed in more detail below.

DOS, which should run on any old and
new DOS compatible PC and which supports harddisk sizes of up to 2048 GB as
long as the system BIOS can handle them.

Only for the data acquisition hardware, you
still have to choose between several evils:
Either use PCEXPT compatible but expensive hardware or build a custom data acquisition system and connect it to the printer
port. The third choice would be using
the joystick port for the button box and
medium price fast serial port A/D converters, but then you have to adjust the drivers
of NEWTRACK to support that third option. NEWTRACK is able to run in a fallback mode on a PC with only one screen,
mouse and keyboard: This allows you to
test and modify the software without having to use your actual eyetracker and dual
screen system for that.

2.1

5

Timing, memory and CPU

The DPI eyetracker in Saarbrücken is used
for fast precision measurements during
reading experiments now, so I suggested to
write a new software from scratch which
would be easier to maintain and free of
unneeded drivers and features, while on
the other hand being able to run on more
modern but cheaper hardware. Starting
with Intel Pentium, processors contain a socalled Time Stamp Counter, which counts
the CPU clock cycles since the last reboot.
It is a 64 bit value, so it will not overflow
back to 0 even on fast systems with clock
speeds of several GHz.
Even older technology is 32 bit computing and 32 bit address pointers – introduced for the PC platform with the Intel
386, about 15 years ago. Using this allows
NEWTRACK to access large data structures
easily, without having to split them into
chunks of less than 65536 bytes or applying
other unnecessarily complex programming
techniques. NEWTRACK assumes that your
system will have several megabytes of RAM
installed, but even 16 MB should be more
than enough. For floating point calculations, the presence of a floating point unit
is assumed (otherwise it will be too slow).
From the 486dx family on, an FPU will be
present as part of the main CPU, so you do
not have to worry about that.

Both PCEXPT and NEWTRACK should be
used in plain DOS, because DOS as a singletasking operating system has good realtime processing properties. You would
get worse timing accuracy and slower access to the displays and to the eyetracking
hardware in a multitasking operating system like Linux, Mac OS or Windows, unless you use special real-time support. In
Linux, real-time support would mean using
an RTLinux kernel (real-time kernel which
is doing the normal Linux kernel activities
only while no time-critical things are pending) or at least using the real-time scheduling priority (allowing one task to grab all
available CPU time). One freely available Should you be using an old Pentium clone
open source DOS implementation is Free- without Time Stamp Counter (e.g. the preMMX versions of Cyrix 6x86 CPUs), you
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still do not have to worry: The used DJGPP
C compiler has a library function which
provides microsecond timestamps by programming the built-in timer chip of every PC appropriately, and NEWTRACK uses
this library function as a fallback if a Time
Stamp Counter cannot be used. Be warned
that you can block access to this counter
on newer CPUs. This should not happen in
DOS, but if the counter is present but still
not usable, check if something did block access to it.

the operator display when they are being looked at by the subject. This allows
direct real-time evaluation of the experiment progress and will make calibration
errors show up quickly. PCEXPT always
uses a monochrome operator display and
has no highlighting. Both PCEXPT and
NEWTRACK have fallback modes for systems with only one screen, but those are
not useful for other purposes than testing.

2.2

Dual display support

Both PCEXPT and NEWTRACK are designed for use on PCs with two screens:
One will display the stimulus to the subject,
and the other screen is used for the operator. In NEWTRACK, only text displays were
used in the initial version. Later versions
allow displaying both PCX images and text
to the subject. The subject will see stimulus text, fixation marks (for calibration and
gaze triggered stimulus presentation) and
sometimes a gaze controlled cursor (for calibration tests). The operator will see the
same, but will also see log events (similar
to a status bar) and measurement results
from the A/D (eye coordinates) and the
buttonbox. In graphics mode, the operator
will only see a text display, with fields of
letters indicating where the automatic runtime image analysis has detected graphical
objects in the stimulus display. The subject will see the text parts of the stimulus
rendered on the graphical canvas, using the
8x16 font provided by the VGA BIOS scaled
to a 16x32 pixel font. This allows both text
and images to be shown to the subject at
the same time.
NEWTRACK highlights stimulus words on
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While it is hard to get monochrome graphics cards like the Hercules Graphics Card
– and an ISA bus to plug them in – for
a PC now, the system offers an easy way
to connect two screens to one computer.
Color and mono boards will use separate
port ranges for control and separate address spaces for the frame buffers where
the screen contents are stored. The mono
board can be controlled by the system BIOS
directly, while the color board is equipped
with an own BIOS (basic input output
system, containing basic initialization and
driver software).
Normal PCs in 2004 will be equipped with
an on-board or, more often, an AGP (accelerated graphics port) graphics card. Those
are both configurable through PCI/AGP bus
controls. There will only be one AGP slot,
but also several PCI slots. The PCI bus is
still widely used for adapter cards, but the
market for PCI graphics cards has become
very small. PCI cannot offer the high speed
data transfer of AGP which is used for recent 3d games during texture upload, but it
is fast enough for screen content updates in
2d applications like NEWTRACK. Because
AGP graphics cards often have plenty of
local RAM, 3d games can upload all textures once at level start and send only geometry data later. It might be useful for
NEWTRACK to upload more than one im-
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age in graphics mode and then run several trials in a row, but this is not implemented yet. For normal text mode, the bus
bandwidth even of the PCI bus is much better than needed, and for graphics mode a
small delay (with blanked screen) before
each trial will not cause real problems either.

If no classic dual head hardware is found,
NEWTRACK will scan the PCI/AGP bus system to find at least 2 VGA compatible devices attached to the bus. If so, it detects which of the devices is logically turned
on. Because resources overlap, you cannot have two VGA devices turned on at the
same time, but luckily this affects only the
connection to the CPU. The disabled device will still continue to show whatever it
has been showing on screen before it got
disabled. That way, NEWTRACK can toggle between both devices. The one device which is enabled is the one where
the screen contents can be updated. This
should work for all VGA compatible PCI,
AGP or on-board graphics cards, no matter
how old or new they are. On PCI-enabled
systems, the on-board graphics unit, if one
exists, will be attached logically as if it
would be a normal pluggable AGP or PCI
device.

It should stay easy enough to acquire a
PCI graphics card during the next years,
when all monochrome cards will have either fallen apart, ended up on dumpsters or
will not be useable anyway because ISA bus
support will no longer be available even on
special motherboards – which is a pity, because ISA hardware design is very straightforward and many specialized industry ISA
boards have been built for custom applications, although ISA is not a fast bus at
all. Another upcoming trend is having more
than one video output connector on one
single graphics card, but there is no support
for that in NEWTRACK yet. I assume that a
generic driver for this could be written, using VESA VBE3 BIOS functions. VESA VBE3
is an interface standard for video BIOSes
and drivers, and you can use drivers like
UNIVBE or SciTech Display Doctor (DOS
versions are now freeware) for older graphics card where the BIOS has no built-in support for it.
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If NEWTRACK still did not find suitable
hardware dual display, it will drop to a fallback mode: Every second line on the single existing screen will be used for the subject display, and every other line will show
the operator display. This is meant only
for testing purposes and allows you to do
NEWTRACK development on any PC. It is
recommended to use the DOS MODE command to select a mode with more than 25
For maximum compatibility, the current lines on screen before using NEWTRACK in
version of NEWTRACK uses two separate this fallback mode.
graphics devices instead of one with two
output ports. First, NEWTRACK scans The general idea of virtually plugging and
for the presence of a classic color / unplugging VGA cards in order to access
monochrome dual head setup. If found, it two of them on the same PC is based on the
will assume that both cards are set to text RBdualVGA software by Ralf Brown. Apart
mode and write the text which it wants to from RBdualVGA, Ralf Brown (a computabe displayed to the two framebuffer mem- tional linguist) has also collected the RBIL
ory areas. You can use the DOS MODE com- (Ralf Brown’s Interrupt List), a comprehenmand to initialize both cards to text mode. sive guide to DOS / PC programming inter-
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faces (APIs) and hardware resources. Without those publications, writing NEWTRACK
would have been much harder. Although
RBdualVGA is open source software, the
dual screen support of NEWTRACK has
been rewritten from scratch. The 16 bit
DOS Assembly language RBdualVGA programs could not have been merged easily
into 32 bit DOS C language NEWTRACK.

PCI (there is only one AGP slot) VGA card,
the latter taken from any source of old PCI
VGA cards. You can select in the system
BIOS setup whether the PCI or the AGP bus
should be scanned first, and the first VGA
device which is found will become the primary system display during boot. You can
copy the BIOS of the primary / active VGA
into a file for later use, as explained in the
appendix.

Ralf Brown recommends that both VGA devices should be of the same kind, because
only one BIOS can be used. While it is
true that you can virtually plug and unplug
PCI / AGP devices, the main system BIOS
will only select one device at boot time and
copy the BIOS of that device into later write
protected RAM and run it, which will initialize the VGA device to text mode and
show some product identification message.
Even when you swap the plugging state to
the other device later, you would have to
unprotect the RAM to be able to replace the
BIOS copy. Moreover, other programs will
already have adjusted to the BIOS of the
first VGA, and changing the BIOS will lead
to a crash then. Now if you have two identical VGA devices, you can swap the plugging state and tell the BIOS of the first VGA
device to program the VGA to the desired
resolution and mode (e.g. with the DOS
MODE command). It will make no difference for the BIOS that it is actually initializing the second VGA although it shipped
with the first VGA. It is very common that a
VGA device does not display anything at all
after a reset or reboot until it is initialized
by the VGA BIOS.
Because NEWTRACK aims to work on simple platforms, I looked for a way to make
it run with two different VGAs. On our
test systems, we use normal PCs with one
standard AGP VGA card and one additional
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Now the problem is how to initialize
the secondary display: To achieve that,
you have to logically connect it first.
NEWTRACK has a command line option
which simply swaps connection status and
then exits to DOS again. Now, you have
to initialize the VGA hardware. If both devices are compatible to each other, as simple MODE command will be enough. However, it is more likely that using MODE
at this point will not bring the secondary
display to live. Rather, it will crash the
VGA hardware because you used one highly
hardware specific VGA BIOS to program
another, different, VGA hardware.
To escape this sad situation without having to acquire two identical VGA devices,
I conceived a method for loading a VGA
BIOS from DOS. This works particularily
well if your VGA BIOS contains a string IDX
which means that a data structure for loading the VGA BIOS to other places in RAM
or even running it from protected mode is
present. In other cases, your mileage may
vary. Some, even old, BIOSes will just accept being run from an unusual location:
We can only load the BIOS of the secondary
VGA to DOS memory, not to the normal address which is already used by the BIOS
of the primary VGA. Other BIOSes are less
flexible, starting them in DOS RAM will
crash. You have to try which of your two
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VGA BIOSes will accept running from DOS. 2.3 Eyetracker and buttonbox
Then make the other one – where the VGA
connection
BIOS can not be run from DOS – the primary display which is initialized at boot
time.
Because NEWTRACK aims to work on a PC
without ISA bus, the button box hardware
This will allow you to 1. boot, 2. swap the had to be replaced by something which
plugging state with help or NEWTRACK, 3. does not rely on the digital I/O board which
run the VGA BIOS of the secondary display is used by PCEXPT. However, because the
from DOS, as explained in the appendix, ISA I/O board might already be present on
and 4. swap the plugging state again. Now a PC anyway, drivers are included even in
finally both displays will be running in text NEWTRACK. This case is automatically demode, and the plugged VGA is again the tected. You can actually run NEWTRACK
one for which you have the BIOS activated on most PCEXPT compatible PCs as long as
and permanently loaded at boot time, so they PC have a fast 486dx or better procesyou can use it even in other display modes. sor and a few megabytes of system RAM.
If none of your VGA BIOSes accept run- Only the CIO-CTR / DAS16 hardware is
ning from DOS, you are out of luck. Ei- supported, while PCEXPT also has drivers
ther replace one of the devices by a differ- for an alternative I/O and A/D board each,
ent model or take care that both devices use but those are used far less often nowadays.
the same chipset. If both devices use the
same chipset, the initialization sequence is: The recommended way of running
1. Boot, 2. swap, 3. use DOS MODE com- NEWTRACK, however, is on a Pentium
mand to select a display mode (e.g. CO80 compatible or newer PC with 2 VGA cards,
for 80x25 color text mode), 4. swap again. so there had to be a way to work withIn this case, you do not have to run any out the data acquisition hardware which is
used PCEXPT. I decided to design a custom
BIOS from DOS.
hardware which has to be connected to the
NEWTRACK will use the VGA which printer port. That way it does not depend
is logically connected when you start on ISA, PCI or whatever else bus system
NEWTRACK for the stimulus (subject) dis- you use, but you should not use it with an
play and the other one for the operator USB to parallel printer port adapter: DOS
display. If you use the classic color plus does not support USB devices at all, and
monochrome hardware, the monochrome the system BIOS only allows DOS compatdisplay will be the operator display. You can ible access to USB devices in very specific
use NEWTRACK to swap the logical con- cases. The special printer port device used
nection state before starting the actual ex- by NEWTRACK is not such a BIOS supperiment if you want to swap the subject / ported case! The circuit diagram of the
operator assignment of both VGA devices in new device can be found in the appendix.
the dual VGA case.
This design decision might be a bit nonstandard, but I found no other suitable
and compatible way in the desired price
range than using a custom built printer port
device. You can use an existing joystick
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came bidirectional. This is not to be confused with ECP or EPP printer port functions: ECP / EPP allows you to transfer data
to and from the printer in a very fast and
heavily hardware assisted way. My device
is already happy if the data bus between PC
For the eye coordinate signals, both a cer- and printer works in reverse direction.
tain speed and some minimum resolution
have to be reached by the A/D conversion For that, you tell the port hardware to stop
hardware. I was thinking about using serial sending a data byte. Then you can read
port A/D converters which could sample back data on the bus which is sent to the
thousands of values per second with 12 bit PC. This input byte is of course not wide
precision. The driver has to read the data enough for the 12 bit A/D conversion result
bit by bit, because the serial port hardware (coordinate, in 0 to 4095 range) which the
is not able to use word lengths of more than PC should be able to read from the device.
8 bits and because it can be somewhat slow. Therefore the device uses two monolithic
The problem with this is that you have to serial A/D converters. The other 6 bits of
use either two devices (need 2 free serial the byte after subtracting two bits for the
ports, so if you want to connect a mouse as serial X and Y data are used for the four
well, it has to be a PS/2 one, as most PCs buttons and up to two digital signals from
have at most 2 serial ports unless you add the eyetracker like for example the track
loss / blink signal.
extra hardware).

port to connect up to four buttons (adding
drivers to NEWTRACK for this will be easy),
but the joystick port is far too inaccurate
and slow for measuring the analogous eye
coordinate signals.

Alternatively, you have to use one device
with a multiplexer. This means that you
can tell the device which of two or more
input lines has to be measured. By switching lines after each measurement, you still
can get fast enough sampling of both the
X and the Y coordinate and maybe optionally the track loss / blink signal, but the
driver gets complex and the data exchange
keeps the PC busy for a while. If you add
a driver for using either one multiplexed or
two separate serial port A/D converters to
NEWTRACK, please submit it for inclusion
with future versions of NEWTRACK.
This is why I decided to design an entirely
new device, with exactly those features
which are needed for eyetracking but without expensive extra features. This device
connects to the parallel printer port and exploits the fact that starting with 386 based
PCs (maybe even earlier) printer ports be-

As button and track loss / blink signals are
already digital and already follow the 0 / 5
Volt signal levels of the printer port, no extra chips are needed to process the digital
signals. However, signals which are connected to bidirectional data bit lines of the
printer port should never force the line to
high without making sure that the printer
port is in input mode. Forcing the line to
low is always safe for data bit lines (the
port uses open collector output and pull-up
resistors).



NEWTRACK uses the
line to tell
the A/D chips when data may be sent to the
 line as clock for the sePC, and the 
rial data transfer from the chips to the PC.
Two converters are used in parallel. This
allows to read both coordinates simultaneously. With only one A/D, they would have
to be read in an alternating pattern, switch-
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ing between the two coordinate inputs after tiplexed 12 bit converter, and I have added
a driver for that to NEWTRACK. So if you
each measurement.
already have a PCEXPT compatible system,
I recommend to use the LTC1286 12 bit you can use it for NEWTRACK as well.
monolithic A/D converter for this program: Adding a second VGA card will be good
The clock for the serial data transmission for NEWTRACK and will be ignored by PCcan be up to 200kHz, so reading the coor- EXPT, which will continue to use one VGA
dinate data only takes a fraction of a mil- and one monochrome card. If you do not
lisecond, which is more than enough speed add a second VGA card, NEWTRACK can
given that the eyetracker hardware itself is also use the two existing cards, but your opnot able to update the signal fast either. erator display will stay in monochrome and
Reading the eye coordinates 1000 times per with annoyingly low screen refresh rate
second still gives you some so-called empty that way.
resolution beyond what is actually useful
given the frequency response of the eye- If NEWTRACK can find neither a DAS16
tracker. The selected converter chips are a nor the described printer port device with
cost-effective solution (less than 15 Euros attached serial A/D converters, or if it did
each) and allow enough speed and accu- find either of the converters but you have
chosen not to use it, NEWTRACK will use
racy for our purposes.
the mouse as coordinate source instead.
Using only 256 steps for each coordinate You have to load a mouse driver to make
might be just enough for text presentation, use of this feature. Some mouse drivers can
but the margin gets quite narrow given that take quite a while, more than one millisecyou have to pass the values through a cal- ond, to check for mouse movements. In
ibration formula and usually only part of that case, you will see lag warnings flashthe possible viewing angle / voltage range ing on the screen whenever NEWTRACK
of the eyetracker will be used for an experi- noticed that acquiring the new coordinate
ment. Using more steps for each coordinate pair took too long.
than the 4096 which you get with a 12 bit
converter will usually mean that you will The mouse mode will not use screen couse a 16 bit converter which allows 65536 ordinates in the normal way. Instead,
steps. Those converters are, at least at use- when you move the mouse, the imaginary
ful speeds, far more expensive. And the voltage measurements from the eyetracker
actual resolution of an eyetracker like the are updated. That way you can calibrate
Fourward DPI system only reaches at most NEWTRACK to any desired mouse sensitiva few thousand steps per axis anyway, al- ity, but be aware that you can also end up
though there are no actual steps in the DPI calibrating it to inverse coordinate direcsystem. Instead, it will simply fail to detect tions or non-linear behaviour. This might
small eye movements and small differences even be called a feature. Calibration is limited in that you can only use X movements
in gaze positions.
for the X axis and Y movements for the Y
Taking all factors into account, I recom- axis, so if you rotate the mouse or if the
mend to use NEWTRACK with 12 bit A/D subject screen is not aligned with the eyeconverters. The DAS16 data acquisition
board (used by PCEXPT) uses one fast mul-
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tracker, NEWTRACK cannot correct the ef- the numerical feedback. The blinking of
the marks is a compromise between drawfects of such rotation yet.
ing lots of attention and being too nervous
and annoying.

2.4

Calibration

Because hardware linearity is quite good
both in the used A/D converter devices
and the Fourward DPI eyetracker itself,
the measured voltages are converted into
screen coordinates (available both as pixel
coordinates and as text mode coordinates)
by using only 3 parameters for each coordinate. There is no support for crosstalk
or rotation correction. The screen coordinate is the voltage multiplied by some factor plus some offset plus, for nonlinearity
correction, the square of the voltage multiplied by some factor. PCEXPT uses a more
advanced calibration scheme here. Both
PCEXPT and NEWTRACK use a grid of 9
calibration marks. Three each at the top, in
the middle, and at the bottom. The marks
are not at the screen edge but offset by
some margin.
During calibration, the operator sees which
mark is active and which voltages are sampled (or actually the value in zero to 4095
range which corresponds to the voltage).
For already processed marks, the last sampled voltage is displayed. The operator has
to confirm each mark gaze with a button
press in NEWTRACK while PCEXPT can automatically assume that the subject is fixating a mark when eye movement stops.
When all marks have been calibrated, the
six calibration parameters are displayed
and an eye cursor becomes visible. The operator can now check the calibration and
repeat it if needed. The subject will only
see one of the calibration marks blinking
and color-cycling at a time, without getting

When all marks have been calibrated, an
equation system is solved to adjust the
six parameters. After the first calibration,
the operator will see an eye cursor (based
on the previous calibration) during subsequent calibrations. The marks will be calibrated in left to right, top to bottom order
only if no valid calibration is loaded, e.g.
only initially and after calibrations which
led to parameters which were rejected by
NEWTRACK because they were out of plausible or computable range. For all other calibrations, the order in which the marks will
be calibrated is randomized.

3 Compiling and portability
PCEXPT is meant to be compiled with Borland C 3 / Turbo C 2 (the latter is now
freely available from the Borland online
community museum), along with Borland
Turbo Assembler for one or two performance critical code fragments. I have
ported those fragments to the free NASM
Assembler for convenience. You could also
use the free Arrowsoft ASM to compile
TASM code.
For better portability, and to make full use
of 32 bit CPUs, NEWTRACK is written for
the DJGPP compiler. DJGPP is the DOS version of the well-known gcc/g++ compilers
which are popular among Linux programmers. It is open source and freely available.
The C library of the DJGPP platform is modelled after the GNU C libary of Linux, but
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NEWTRACK itself is not meant to work in straightforward as long as you have some
kind of technical data sheet for the device
Linux!
available. Support for VESA VBE3 conSmall parts of NEWTRACK are written in trolled dual head displays with only one
inline assembly language: A tiny delay single graphics card which has two sepwhich must not be optimized away by the arately useable outputs should be possiC compiler in the A/D interface readout ble, too, but you will have to remove the
and the code which reads the Time Stamp PCI/AGP bus control and add linear frameCounter. This inline assembly is processed buffer or BIOS access methods for the two
with the GNU AS assembler which is part frame buffer areas of both displays instead.
of the DJGPP compiler suite. Note that AS
uses AT&T syntax which has some important differences from classic Intel Assembly
language syntax (as used in MASM, TASM 4 File formats
and NASM assemblers, for example).
If you ever want to create a Linux version
of NEWTRACK, you will probably need root
privileges to run it. Some important points:
NEWTRACK is real-time software, so for a
Linux version, you have to make sure that
no other tasks can take CPU time at the
wrong moments. Only root is allowed to reserve the CPU for a single task. NEWTRACK
also accesses hardware directly. You can
rewrite most of this, but you will still need
privileges to access the corresponding devices. Used devices are the text mode frame
buffers of two (!) graphics cards, the time
stamp counter, the printer port, the keyboard, optionally the classic (known from
PCEXPT) ISA devices, optionally (if Linux
itself does not support dual display usage
for your hardware) the PCI/AGP bus configuration. But in the latter case, you even
have to initialize the second display, which
will often involve running the BIOS of the
second graphics card. For graphics mode,
the BIOS of the graphics card which displays the stimulus must be working, and
the card must support VESA VBE 2.0 frame
buffers.

4.1

Scripting language

To keep the NEWTRACK system simple,
it does not support the fancy scripting
language extensions of PCEXPT. Instead,
it uses the proven scripting language of
our READING software, where applicable.
See the appendix for details. The READING scripting language (sometimes also referred to SMI scripting language, although
it is not designed by SMI; only the first
implementation was in the READING software for SMI trackers) allows comment
lines, definition lines and stimulus lines.

A definition line assigns a name to a set
of properties. One of the properties is the
trigger method: Showing the stimulus at
once, or gaze-activation with a target mark
at the place where the text will start. Or
gaze-activation with a centered target mark
(drift check). Gaze-activation can always
be bypassed using the operator buttons.
Other properties are whether or not the
eye movement data should be logged (usually not for fillers and other general text
display) and which buttons (and keyboard
Adding support for new kinds of A/D keys) are valid subject responses. Pressing
devices or buttonboxes should be pretty a valid response key ends a trial. It is com-
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lus text. Image2 is for single lines of text
automatically placed close to the image,
while image is for centering the text in the
unused area of the screen. Template image
files are not used, as NEWTRACK analyzes
image contents on the fly and enumerates
objects on the image from left to right. You
can use the PCX2TPL too which is part of
the NEWTRACK package to create a temBasic stimulus lines for both NEWTRACK plate image file for a given stimulus image
and READING – the script files are com- file, if you want. Audio stimuli are not suppletely different for PCEXPT – consist of a ported yet.
category selection (you have to define the
category in a define line before), a label You can use the included test program to
which will be used for logging, a millisec- get a visualization of how NEWTRACK “unond timeout (to limit the time of stimulus derstands” a particular image. Make sure
presentation if the subject fails to press a that objects do not contain large areas of
valid button at all), the keyword “inline” background color and that they are not too
close to each other. On the other hand, if
and some text.
parts of an object are separated from the
With the READING software, stimulus text rest of the object by too much space, they
can also be read from external files. In will be counted as separate objects.
that case, the file name is written instead
of the “inline” keyword. Both READING You can split the inline text over several
and NEWTRACK scripting languages allow lines with NEWTRACK (not with READimage presentation, but syntax differs: For ING) by placing a backslash right before the
READING, you give two bitmap (bmp) im- end of a line to indicate that the line is conage file names (one for the stimulus and tinued on the next line. The backslash /
one for a template) and optionally a wave linebreak pair is treated like a normal space
audio (wav) sound file name. The template when displaying the stimulus. This allows
consists of colored areas in the same lay- you write stimulus scripts which are easy to
out as the stimulus, and READING will log read, print and edit, because you can keep
a color code taken from the template for lines short. Display line breaking in both
gazes at graphical objects. If you want to READING and NEWTRACK is done autopresent images and text at the same time, matically: If a line is too long to display,
you have to put the text into the bitmaps it will be wrapped to the next line at a suitable place (word boundary).
manually.
mon to use arrow or buttonbox keys for yes
/ no responses and the space bar or buttonbox keys for “I am done with looking
at this trial”. In NEWTRACK and PCEXPT,
both keyboard and buttonbox are useable.
READING is used without a buttonbox normally, as operator and subject each have
their own keyboards in front of them.

NEWTRACK syntax for image presentation
uses the keyword “image” or “image2”, followed by the desired minimal vertical distance between image contents and text
(negative if the image is below the text,
otherwise positive), a PCX image file name
and finally some (optional) inlined stimu-

In addition to that or to override automatic
line breaking completely, you can insert 
at any place to force a line break, which
gives you extra control over the presentation. Last but not least, _ can be used
to mark a boundary which will not be displayed. This allows you to have e.g. gaze
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events for the parts of a compound word as
if each part would be a word on its own.
Line spacing is automatically selected in a
certain range depending on how many lines
of text will be displayed. If you use the
automatic line wrapping, NEWTRACK will
check if it can use less lines by reducing the
left and right margins. If so, it will prefer
smaller margins over more lines.

4.2

Log file format

The log file is a text file which has a
millisecond timestamp at the beginning of
each line. For each stimulus, the positions
of all words are logged, as well as the display size and trial id string. Then the display is enabled and the clock starts to run at
exactly that moment. Whenever the subject
starts or stops looking at a word region, a
log entry is created. This log entry contains
the area number, average and current gaze
coordinates and the word (enter case) or
the duration / dwell time of looking at that
word (leave case).
When an image is shown as part of the
stimulus, the objects on the image are automatically numbered (using run-time image
analysis). Looking at an object is logged
as a special case of looking at a word, as
shown in the log file example below. Exact
object shapes can be complex, so they are
not logged! You have to check manually
which number is assigned to which object,
by creating a test log file or by reviewing
the image analysis result display on the operator display for each image. In both cases
you have to test all images, to see if analysis results match your expectations. The
image is scanned from left to right and object numbers are quite predictable. You can
also use the included test program to get
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a graphical visualization of the analysis results for a particular image.
The current version of NEWTRACK allows
only PCX file format for images. Color
depth has to be 8 bits per pixel. Presentation will use VESA VBE 2.0 graphics modes
with 16 bits color depth. This allows using
separate text and image color spaces. You
should convert images to use between 20
and 190 colors, if possible without dithering. Useful free tools for mass conversion
of images are ’convert’ and ’mogrify’ of ImageMagick (see references). The analysis
assumes that the most used color is the
background, and areas in background color
are treated as background even if they are
inside an object as judged by humans. Then
NEWTRACK blurs the non-background areas a bit, to reduce the effect of small holes
and dithering, and uses a recursive fill algorithm to find coherent objects. Areas are
searched from left to right, so the assigned
object numbers will be lowest for objects on
the left. Finally, the object number (if any)
for each screen pixel is stored in an array to
allow fast gaze analysis.
The gaze analysis is done in real-time during stimulus presentation, and some filtering is applied to remove glitches (and optionally blinks). When the presentation is
gaze-triggered, an extra event is logged for
the gaze at the trigger area and an extra timestamp marks the moment when the
whole stimulus is revealed after the gaze
trigger. For each trial, the response button
(or a timeout event) which triggered leaving the trial is logged, as well as the status
(ok, error, aborted, repeated) and the result
(usually equal to the response). Repeated
trials are created if the operator interrupts
a trial for recalibration.
The log file format is modelled closely after
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the log messages of the READING system,
but uses a different file format: READING
creates a binary log file, possibly with an
eye coordinate data stream embedded, and
only an extra conversion step extracts the
textual log messages from it. The syntax
of the resulting text, however, is almost the
same in both systems, so it is easy use one
common analysis software for log files of
both programs. Have a look at the sample log file and sample script file to find out
more.
Take care to convert the log files to your
preferred encoding, e.g. with unix2dos:
The raw NEWTRACK log files always use
DOS line breaks and use the DOS codepage, which affects the representation of
non-ASCII characters like accents and umlauts. The scripts should also be converted to DOS style before using them with
NEWTRACK: While NEWTRACK has flexible linebreak parsing, it does not trans-
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late all accents and umlauts to DOS encoding, so you have to do that conversion for
NEWTRACK. Only the German umlauts in
ISO 8859 1 (also known as Latin 1) encoding are understood, other encodings and
other accented characters just get displayed
wrong if you fail to provide DOS (cp437)
encoded scripts. Take care: Newer versions of unix2dos and the dos2unix counterpart need extra command line options to
enable umlaut conversion in ISO mode, as
they would otherwise default to using plain
ASCII or to Unicode encodings.
To run an experiment with text stimuli
in NEWTRACK, just start NEWTRACK and
give the script file name and subject name.
The log file name will be generated from
the subject name. You can also use command line options instead of using the interactive configuration, or mix both. See
the appendix for the help message of
NEWTRACK.

5 Appendix
5.1

References

Fourward Technologies, Inc. (DPI eyetracker):
    
SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH (head-mounted camera eyetrackers):
  !
EyeLink II by SR Research (head-mounted camera eyetrackers):
  #"!$%&%!'(
GNU General Public License (by the Free Software Foundation, Inc.):
  )%(#)!$* %+#),$- $
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Borland Developer Network Museum:
*%" !#$ % !  
NASM Assembler:
 %!    #),-%,
DJGPP Compiler by DJ Delorie:
  !$+- #+)
ImageMagick image processing tools:
   )! )&(#)!
SciTech Display Doctor (free for DOS VESA VBE3 driver):
  ! #(#!  %!#! $-+$
PCEXPT eyetracking software by Charles Clifton, Jr.:
 %  *  -(! !!#!'+$
FreeDOS, a DOS operating system:
  !#!! #),
Ralf Brown’s Files (RBdualVGA, RBIL, others):
  (! #+!#++#,#!$#!# 
 

!#+$$

VBEHz, a free tool to change your screen refresh rate:
  ,#!)# +
OpenStat, a free statistics system, similar to SPSS:
  !  )!*-( )$$ ! !#%,
Octave, a free mathematical programming language:
  ,'(#)!
Parallel printer port pinout:
  !
 * %#! &!,) %-  $
Joystick port pinout and information:
  #! %!#, %,#  %  !" +&#!

!

"  &  $

All trademarks are owned by their respective owners. Some of the affected terms are:
Linux, MacOS, Windows, DOS, FreeDOS, EyeLink, Mathlab, Pentium, SPSS, ImageMagick. Other trademarked terms will be marked as such on the abovementioned homepages
themselves.
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Sample stimulus script file

5.2

You can find a longer example in the ZIP file with the source code and the NEWTRACK
binary.
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5.3

 

Sample log file

This sample log file is very incomplete: Many lines have been removed to keep the
example short. You can find a more complete example in the ZIP file with the source
code and the NEWTRACK binary. Lines which start with ’;’ are not part of the log file but
have been inserted as comments.

AA(AA(AAAN"5R+ ) DD-"1A:A @EA:M
    #  ,$ " %   !  $* 0  ,$ 3
AA(AA(AAAN#%(%" %,
   $ ,$ ,# ,# $
AA(AA(AAA%$!7!D ED-"A M A OM #M ,$
 7 #   *S  +$  % # #%! #!%#!! #, $#)), 
 $  #   ' *# $"  $ %+   M " M
"
AA(AA(AAA%$!7!D ED-" MM  OM  ,
AA(AA(AAA%$!7!D ED-" OM @    
AA(AA(AAA%$!7!D ED-".G  GG    #%,#  %
AA(AA(AAA%$!7!D ED-" G 9A CG  " #& %)
AA(AA(AAA%$!7!D ED-
" !G!@ G#M ,#  %
   "%)   ,*! #%! #%* # %   I ,#* I*
0  $*%!  , 93
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AA(AA(AA M "5R+ D-$
AA(AA(AA M +($C)R%!
   #&    #% ,#%   !  ,$ "  %,  #%
AA(AA  $(CR 9D-("A M(MM  M(M CG $
  ,#A + %*,L   ), !     * I $KI  ,#%*
   %   #' M $  % ,# M G " M  S "
  <0 M " M3    #,#),K O0 " E3  # % * #%
AA(A M AA TCR ! 9D-("A M  !G M A CG   A
   %   #' M  !  , ,K @ +$$  '  #,
0F  *   %  +!- !  #% OI %  *,  !*IW3
0  $*%!  , 93
AA(A AA G;$(CR 9D-(
" !G  M !G   #  #%
AA(A (G !ANCR ! 9D-(
"  M E@   @AG  @A
 ,$ #  , ,  +* % ,  !,*  ,%) , %,  $!%,
AA(A  ;$(CR 9D-("@ M G  #M.M G  5 ,*
AA(A G(G  TCR ! 9D-("@ M G!@ (G M @A  M  A
0  $*%!  , 93
AA(A #M @$("(UED-$ 
  +$ #%!! "  ,*  ,#% 0    % , ,#% -3
 7 # &#" #* * %!L  % ,$! CR(U!D$ $*%  $ )),  
 ($C C(U(9D%$ :*!+ & ,#, &  ,C)E ,$#, #  M@ 
 ,$  !!  %) , &#",* #%! :M  ,$# $"(U(9D$
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AA(AA(AA M +($C)R%!
 ,$ #  #$  *$   , $  #%*
AA(AA(AA $(CR 9D-("A M   I ,#
  ,#  K , ), ! ,* +*),  , 
0 ! # , $#)  , E3
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 *+#
,#* %,#

If your experiment contains stimulus items of ’image’ or ’image2’ type, the displayed image will be analyzed automatically at run-time and the visible objects will be numbered.

The generated
and
events will use special area numbers and the

’word’ assigned to an area will have the format
where 5 is the object number. The
area number is always some constant plus the object number here.

$(C 9D"

C C ED-"

5) 

"5(+ D-$

%(C&(#%(G G !M 

Right

before

the

log line there will be a log line like
 !$# - !
, the numbers being the range of Y positions where image objects are found on screen, the number of text lines occupied by the
image (counting from the upper or lower edge of the screen, negative values mean that
the image is at the bottom) and the number of objects which were found in the image.
The first two numbers are not necessarily in screen pixel coordinates!
 

Logged coordinates are scaled to a coordinate system where each text character is 8
pixels wide and 16 pixels high. The actual font size is usually 16 by 32 pixels in graphics
mode for NEWTRACK, so the normal scaling factor will be two. In text mode, some
graphics cards will use other fonts than 8 by 16 pixels, but the logged coordinates will be
scaled – 80 logged pixels to the right always means ten characters to the right, no matter
what font or resolution is used, for text mode and for graphics mode.
Make sure to check the analysis result on the operator screen when you use an image
for the first time. Possible problems include objects falling apart into parts, adjacent
objects being counted as one and holes in objects – areas which accidentally match the
background color and are analyzed as belonging to the background.

5.4

How to initialize the dual display system in DOS

I have written an helper tool to save the VGA BIOS of the primary VGA (the one which
is activated at boot time) into a file and load it from DOS later. This will not work with
all VGA BIOS brands, but you must have either at least one VGA graphics card with a
BIOS which can be loaded with my tool or your 2 VGA graphics cards have to be able to
work both with the same BIOS (i.e. use the same chipset). In the latter case, my tool
is not needed: You will only have to use NEWTRACK to flip displays, then run the DOS
MODE command to select a suitable display mode and (optionally) flip back. MODE
might sometimes think that you already are in the desired mode. As a workaround, use
MODE twice to select two different modes. Example of this method:
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) !
$C (C)R* ,$*
9D"C 9A
9D"C !A
$C (C)R* ,$*
After those steps, the secondary graphics card should be initialized and in 80 column /
25 line text mode. You may have to do CLS again to get the cursor position corrected at
the end. You will probably not be able to see anything on the secondary display until the
end of the procedure, so prepare to type the commands blindly or use a batch script.
If your VGA boards differ too much, the above steps will only crash at least one of your
VGA boards, so you will not get both boards to display text mode. Getting one of the two
boards to work is easy: Just select it as the one which is to be activated at boot time as
primary system display. The problem is activating the other board. For that, you have to
load the VGA BIOS of the other board from DOS. You need the VGA BIOS of the other
board in a file for that, so select the desired board as primary one in your BIOS / CMOS
setup. Then, boot to DOS and run

UC( (D 

" )'

Now reboot and change the setup back, so that the other VGA will be the primary display
again. You only have to do the above step once and you can leave your display selection
unchanged from now on. Boot to DOS and run

9D"C !A
$C (C)R* ,$*
UC( (D "  )'
$C (C)R* ,$*
)!


This will temporarily connect the VGA board for which you saved the VGA BIOS into a
file, run the initialization part of that saved VGA BIOS, and connect the other VGA board
again. Now both displays should be in text mode and ready for use with NEWTRACK. If
the saved VGA BIOS cannot be run from DOS – which depends on the version and brand
of your VGA BIOS – you will have to try all (!) the steps with the opposite system setup.
Save the VGA BIOS of the other card to another file and try running that from DOS. If still

one of the displays is not properly initialized, or the system crashes in the
step (for both possible combinations of primary / boot time and secondary / initialized
from DOS display), you are out of luck. You have to change one or both cards then, as
explained above. Alternatively, you might be able to initialize the secondary display with
help of UNIVBE, but this method has not been explored yet.

UC( #D
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If you are using a classical VGA / monochrome combination, the VGA board should be
selected as primary display. The DOS MODE command should then be able to initialize
the monochrome (e.g. Hercules Graphics Card) board:

9D"C;ED-$9D
9D"C) D !A
Even if switching to or from mono mode clears the other display, it should still be in text
mode and useable by NEWTRACK after the mode switch.

5.5

Printer port data aquisition device

To read the coordinates from the Fourward DPI eyetracker, you need 2 A/D converters
with -5 Volts to +5 Volts input range. Because we are not using the maximum trackable
viewing angle of the system, we reduce the A/D input range to -2.5 Volts to +2.5 Volts.
Further reduction would get clipping limits too close to the used range, measurement
would get too non-linear. Clipping is not needed if you use the full -5 Volts to +5 Volts
range, but then only a small part of the A/D range is used and each screen character
corresponds to fewer A/D units.
I decided to use 2 monolithic LTC1286 converters with 12 bit resolution (4096 steps)
and up to 12500 samples per second. Speed depends on the used serial data transmission clock speed. Please check the LTC1286 data sheet for details about the timing and
communication protocol. As the LTC1286 are only 15 Euros each, I decided to use one
per channel, not using a multiplexer. This allows to read both the X and the Y voltage
at the same moment and reduces the data transfer time because both values are read in
parallel.
Using the printer port in the input direction (possible since PS/2) allows you to read
eight digital signals, so the device is used for four buttons and the track loss / blink
signal as well. The A/D chips have built-in logics to disconnect
   their output signals from
the bus while the printer port is in output mode. The
signal is used to tell the
device when the printer port is in input direction.
Although the A/D converters consume very little power, you have to get a 5 Volt power
supply for the device. You can either connect to a floppy power connector in the PC and
have a cable to the device from there. The 5 Volt supply of the joystick port is often too
weak. Other possibilities are the serial port control lines (can be programmed to either
positive or negative 12 Volts and can supply 20 mA each, far more than needed for the
device) and the keyboard connector. If you use a 12 Volt source, you can regulate to
5 Volt for the device, which should give you less noise on the supply voltage compared
to using 5 Volts directly. Make sure that the device is not connected to the printer port
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while not being connected to the power supply – it can damage the chips to have data
lines connected but no power present.
The button box and DPI eyetracker itself are hard to damage by wrong connections:
The Fourward DPI eyetracker has protection against signal short-circuit events of any
duration on the X and Y voltage outputs and the track loss / blink signal.
Note that you cannot replace the 78L02 (2.5 Volt voltage regulator by a simple Zener
diode, otherwise the voltage would change when the current taken from the reference
changes. Zener diodes or precision reference diodes are okay when combined with an
Op-Amp driver, though: The Op-Amp draws constant current from the reference diode
even if the reference voltage load at the output of the Op-Amp is changing.
NEWTRACK is configured to read the track loss / blink bit by testing the printer port
status bit 2 (mask 8). The X and Y data stream from the A/D chips is read through
the data port bits 5 and 4 respectively (masks 32 and 16). The buttons for YES, NO,
CALIBRATE and NEXT are assigned to bits 3, 2, 1 and 0 of the data port (mask 8, 4, 2
and 1) respectively. If you decide to connect the signals to other bits, make sure to adjust
the corresponding #define lines. One possible change would be modifying the button
box input to use the joystick port and use two printer port status signals for the A/D data
stream. Then you no longer have to use the input mode of the printer port.
Pin assignment information: Drive power plugs use black for ground, yellow for 12 Volts
and red for 5 Volts. The joystick port pins are: Pin 2, 7, 10 and 14 for buttons 1. . . 4
(normally open buttons, connected to ground, which is at pins 4, 5 and 12). Pin 3, 6, 11
and 13 for X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 respectively. Pin 1 and 9 for 3.3 or 5 Volt supply to which
the X/Y potentiometers are connected. Pin 12 and 15 are sometimes used as midi output
/ input.
Printer port
    pins – at the sub D 25 pin connector – are: Data bit 0. . . 7 are pins
2.
  .. 9.

Pin
1
is
and
pin
10.
.
.
17
are,
respectively,
,
Busy,
PaperEnd,
Select,
,
  

 
  . Pins 18. . . 25 are ground.
,  and 
If your printer port uses 3.3 Volt signal levels, or if you want to improve signal quality and

protect the A/D chips, use one 74HCT125 (four drivers with separate 
lines) for the


clock,  , X and Y bus lines between device and printer port. The 
lines for the X
and Y drivers should be connected to the  signal after the driver, and the  and clock

drivers should be permanently on ( 
connected to ground). The 74HCT. . . series
treats all signals above 2 Volts as logical HIGH, so it has no problems with 3.3 Volt
signals.
Printer ports which send 3.3 Volt signals (but can receive 5 Volt signals without problems)
are quite common in modern PCs. TTL chips like 74HCT. . . have no problems with this,
but CMOS chips and compatibles define HIGH as at least two thirds of the supply voltage,
and 3.3 Volts are just below two thirds of 5 Volts. Pin assignment of 74HCT125: 1 nen
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Circuity for printer port data acquisition module
The four buttons and two A/D converters are all connected to six
different "Data to PC" lines as defined in tracker.h
+ 5 V (supply)
One of FOUR identical
buttonbox buttons
(see text).

(PC printer port data lines have internal
4.7k pull-up and open-collector output
drivers to pull signal to low usually)

47k

Data to PC

78L02

in

out

+2.5 V regulator for Vref:
Feed other Vref here:

gnd
1yF

One of TWO identical
A/D converters (one
for X, one for Y):
2.7 V (*)
analog
input
560R
-Vref... +Vref
2.7 V (*)

+5 V (supply)
LTC1286
560R
1

8
CLK

+IN
DATA
4

~Strobe
Data to PC

5

~AutoFeed
~CS
(100nF noise blocking capacitor)

(-IN)
(*) Zener diodes to limit input range / protect chip.
Not needed if Vref is +5 V. Use sockets for the LTC1286s.

Voltage regulation circuit, to get 5 Volt supply from a 12 Volt supply:
IN
OUT
Connect the
78L05
+ 12 V
82 R
+5V
TLB signal to
Ground
68 R
the ~Error pin
Ground
GND
of the printer port.
100nF
10yF
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A, 2 in A, 3 out A, 4 nen B, 5 in B, 6 out B, 7 ground, 14 +5 Volt, 13 nen D, 12 in D, 11
out D, 10 nen C, 9 in C, 8 out C (nen meaning not-enable).
If you prefer not to build the described device, you can also buy serial A/D converter
modules which connect to the serial port (the control lines of it, not the normal data lines
- the A/D converter uses no standard timing and word size, so you still have to convert
the serial data stream back to parallel in software. In addition, you have to connect
the button box to some other port. I recommend the joystick port, which provides four
digital (0/5 Volts) inputs and a simple power supply. The four simple A/D converters
of the joystick port are too bad to be used for eyetracker signals – apart from maybe
sampling the (digital) track loss / blink signal with them (simply because you have no
fifth digital input on the joystick port). You will have to modify NEWTRACK in order to
be able to use the described serial port modules and printer port button box connection.

5.6

NEWTRACK usage

At startup, NEWTRACK displays a message about itself and the built-in hardware drivers:
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to display the help screen, which is also displayed when an argument
syntax error is detected:
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On most systems, NEWTRACK will automatically detect the current hardware configuration. In some cases, you are given the chance to reject using a detected device. For example if you do have an eyetracker connected, you can still opt to use the mouse instead of
the eyetracker. This is possible to allow you to do simulation runs without a subject even
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on the PC which is connected to the eyetracker. For debugging, you can suppress the
usage of two VGA cards by having ScrollLock active when NEWTRACK initializes, and
you can work without eye coordinates if you abort the calibration by pressing Ctrl-D.
If you do not specify any command line arguments, you are asked for a subject name
and a stimulus script file name. The log file name is derived from the subject name.
When all file names and the subject name are known, the button and coordinate values
from the eyetracker are displayed until you press the CAL button (all buttonbox buttons
have keyboard aliases, which are displayed at the startup screen). This starts the initial
calibration: Press the NEXT button to make the next fixation mark show up and store the
coordinates of the current fixation mark. All coordinates are displayed on the operator
screen. When you enter calibration mode again later (with the CAL button), the fixation
marks will be displayed in randomized order. After calibration, the calculated correction
factors are displayed. Now you can either accept with the NEXT button or calibrate
again with the CAL button. In the second and subsequent calibrations, an eye cursor is
displayed based on the correction factors of the previous calibration.
After the initial calibration, the experiment starts. For normal stimuli, the NEXT button
triggers the change from a test pattern to the stimulus display. For gaze activation stimuli,
the subject has to stare at a fixation mark (which is located at the same place where the
first word of the stimulus will start) to trigger the display. You can bypass the gaze
trigger by pressing the NEXT button. While a stimulus is shown, the looked-at words
are highlighted on the operator screen in real-time. Most logged events are shown in a
status bar on the operator screen, as well as information about the elapsed time. For each
stimulus, either the timeout or a button press by the subject ends the stimulus display.
When all stimuli have been shown, the log file is saved and the program exits. You can
abort single trials or the whole experiment with hotkeys. If you abort a trial by entering
calibration mode, the trial will be repeated after the calibration.

